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Science,Biases,and the
Threatof Global Pessimism
K. Brad Wraytt
Universityof BritishColumbia

Philip Kitcherrejectsthe global pessimists'view that the conclusionsreachedin inquiry
are determinedby the interestsof some segment of the population, arguingthat only
some inquiries,for example, inquiriesinto race and gender, are adverselyaffected by
interests.I argue that the biases Kitcher believes affect such inquiriesare operativein
all domains, but the prevalence of such biases does not support global pessimism.
I argue further that in order to address the global pessimists'concerns, the scientific
communityneeds criticismfrom people with diverseinterestsand backgroundassumptions.

1. Introduction.The Strong Programmers have given us a pessimistic view
of scientific knowledge and inquiry, suggesting that evidence plays an insignificant role in resolving disputes in science, thus implying that the
conclusions reached in inquiry come to be accepted because of the interests
they serve (see Barnes, Bloor, and Henry 1996).1 Philosophers of science
are reluctant to accept such a pessimistic account of science. Philip
Kitcher, for example, has developed an alternative account of scientific
inquiry that acknowledges the effects that interests can have on science.
tSend requestsfor reprintsto the author,Departmentof Philosophy,Universityof British Columbia,1866Main Mall, E-370,Vancouver,BritishColumbia,V6T lZ1, Canada.
tEach of the following provided me with feedback on this paper: Lori Nash, Marc
Ereshefsky,KristinaRolin, David Davies, Mark Migotti, Bob Ware, Melinda Hogan,
and Sergio Sismondo. Earlierversions of this paper were presentedto the Philosophy
Departmentsat St. Mary's University, East TennesseeState University,and the Universityof BritishColumbia,and at the annualconferenceof the CanadianPhilosophical
Association, and the Biennialmeeting of the Philosophy of ScienceAssociation.
1. In all fairnessto the Strong Programmers,the view ascribedto them here may not
accuratelyreflect their own view. This view, though, embodies the worries that have
drawn the attention of philosophersto their work. Consequently,it is this view that I
am concernedwith coming to terms, here.
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Kitcher argues that only some areas of inquiry are adversely affected by
inquirers' interests. Thus, Kitcher argues for a local rather than a global
pessimism.
In this paper I critically analyze Kitcher's response to the global pessimist and present my own response. In Section 2, I explain Kitcher's
reasons for believing that only certain areas of inquiry are adversely affected by inquirers' interests. In Section 3, I argue that the sorts of biases
that Kitcher identifies as having a pernicious effect in certain areas of
inquiry affect all areas of inquiry. In Section 4, I argue that the prevalence
of such biases does not support global pessimism, contrary to what both
Kitcher and the global pessimists suggest. I argue that in order to ensure
that hypotheses are not accepted merely because of the interests they serve,
the scientific community must include people with diverse interests and
background assumptions.
2. Kitcher's Concerns. According to Kitcher, the "Millian arena" is an
ideal of inquiry, unconstrained by censorship, "in which conflicting ideas
battle for public approval on epistemically equal terms" (1997, 291). This
ideal, developed and defended by Mill (1859), has been vigorously defended by Paul Feyerabend (1981, 1988; Lloyd 1997). However, not everyone is so optimistic about the power of free inquiry. Alvin Goldman,
for example, expresses uncertainty about "how speech should be regulated
(or deregulated) for the sake of veritistic ends" (1999, 217). And, as
Kitcher notes, some believe that the Millian arena always fails "as a device
for the eventual disclosure and broadcasting of truth" (1997, 297; italics
in original). Kitcher has in mind the Strong Programmers Barry Barnes
and David Bloor. According to Kitcher, these global pessimists claim that
"in all areas of inquiry, the conclusions we reach are largely the product
of the social and political interests of those who occupy the role of 'makers'
(or 'certifiers') of 'knowledge' " (1997, 297; italics in original).
Kitcher shares neither Mill's optimism nor the global pessimists' bleak
outlook. He believes that "the Millian arena is an ideal, closely approximated in some areas of inquiry, [but] grossly distorted in others" (1997,
303). He assures us, though, that "the failures of the Millian arena are
local" (1997, 297). Consequently, we need not embrace a global pessimism.
The challenge raised by the global pessimist, though, is one that Kitcher
believes must be taken seriously. As he explains, his own "attempt to
regard certain areas of inquiry as diseased parts of a healthy enterprise
needs a response to the charge that science, as a whole, is thoroughly
subjective and arbitrary" (1997, 299).
Kitcher suggests that the ideal of the Millian arena is realized to a large
degree by many physicists, chemists, biologists, and geologists (1997, 301).
Where the ideal clearly fails is with respect to inquiries into race, sex, and
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gender,that is, "inquiriesthat bear on strugglesto achievesocialjustice"
(1997, 291). As Kitcherexplains,
what is clear from the history of investigationsinto differences
groundedin race, sex, and genderis that mistakeshappenwith very
high frequency,and that they are stronglycorrelatedwith the inegalitarianbeliefseitherof the investigatoror of the surroundingsociety.
(1997, 298)
Such inquiriesare frequentlyaffectedby both politicaland epistemic
asymmetries.A politicalasymmetryresultswhen:
(i) a particularbelief would eitherbecomemore entrenchedor not
eradicatedif new evidencewereuncoveredthat eithersupported
a hypothesisor its negation,and
(ii) the qualityof life of those adverselyaffectedby the prevalenceof
that belief would either worsen or not improvewere that new
evidenceuncovered.(1997, 281)
In suchconditions,the beliefin questionis imperviousto refutation.People are resistantto changingtheirbeliefno matterwhat evidencethey are
exposedto. As a consequence,the qualityof life of thoseadverselyaffected
by the beliefis not apt to improve.This is why Kitcherdescribesthis type
of asymmetryas political.
An epistemicasymmetryresultswhen"there[are]significantdifferences
between the objectivedegree of confirmationand the actual degree of
belief... with respectto both [a hypothesisandits negation]"(1997,281).
Kitcheris not explicitabout what he meansby "objectivedegreeof confirmation."I assumethat the objectivedegreeof confirmationfor a hypothesiswould be determinedby all the data availableto a person.It is
person-relative.Hence, the objectivedegreeof confirmationfor a particular hypothesismight differbetweenpeople. For example,the objective
degreeof confirmationfor the hypothesisthat the earthorbitsthe sun is
likelyhigherfor a universityeducatedpersonthan a child,but higherstill
for a professionalastronomer.
Kitcher believes that an inquirer'sdegree of belief for a hypothesis
shouldbe proportionedto the objectivedegreeof confirmation.Whenever
one's actual degreeof belief in a particularhypothesisdeviatesfrom the
objectivedegreeof confirmationan epistemicasymmetryarises,and peoThoughpeoplemay
ple do not treatcompetinghypothesessymmetrically.2
2. Kitcherhas changedwhat he means by "epistemicasymmetry."In TheAdvancement
of Science,two hypothesesare describedas "epistemicallysymmetrical"if two observers, looking at the same thing, would be led to endorse differenthypothesesin virtue
of their differentbackgroundassumptions(1993, 224). Thus, epistemicsymmetriessupport pessimism.In Kitcher 1997 it is epistemicasymmetriesthat supportpessimism.
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be willing to change their beliefs, they will demand stronger support for
one hypothesis.3 Kitcher emphasizes that epistemic asymmetries can even
arise amongst sincere inquirers. As he explains, "in an epistemically cloudy
situation, degrees of belief are nudged away from the objective values by
background prejudices, so that sincere investigators incorrectly believe
themselves to have a scientific basis for socially acceptable conclusions"
(1997, 283). Thus, malice is not necessarily the principal cause of the problem, though it would probably exacerbate the situation.
Kitcher identifies two loci of epistemic asymmetries. One is within the
larger community, amongst the people "whose opinions will be formed
by what they hear from authorities-people they know, written publications, radio and television" (1997, 302). Kitcher suggests that "within the
larger community, there is a tendency for inegalitarian conclusions to receive greater publicity and to be credited with greater authority" (1997,
302). Inegalitarian claims are more salient for three reasons: they come as
news because they are contrary to the official egalitarian doctrine; they
tend "to resonate with beliefs that are present in muted form"; and they
are reassuring to the privileged (1997, 302).
The other locus of asymmetry is amongst scientists-those "who have
the educational background to form an opinion on the topic by attending
to the evidential details" (1997, 302). Epistemic asymmetries arise amongst
scientists because "there are pressures ... to explore issues about racial
and sexual inequality and to defend inegalitarian conclusions" (1997, 302).
Such pressures result from the fact that some scientists are attracted to
the opportunity to expose "an unsuspected resource in a position that is
beginning to look problematic," and "the chance to touch the concerns
of a much broader public" (1997, 302-303). Inquiries into race and gender
do have implications that concern a broader audience, and racist and sexist
views are now looking problematic.
These epistemic and political asymmetries, Kitcher claims, are the
sources of our failures to realize the Millian ideal. When people treat competing hypotheses asymmetrically, conflicting ideas do not battle for public approval on epistemically equal terms. But because such failures are
local problems, infecting only some areas of inquiry, the concerns of the
global pessimists are unwarranted. The conclusions reached in many areas
of inquiry are not merely accepted because they serve the interests of the
makers of knowledge. Rather, according to Kitcher (1993, 201), generally,

3. The asymmetriesthat Kitcher calls "political"strike me as being a subclass of epistemic asymmetries. The distinguishing features of political asymmetries are that
(1) they have consequences with political implications, and (2) they are the limiting
case, where no evidencewould change one's mind.
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"scientific debates are ultimately closed through the articulation and acceptance of decisive arguments."
Indeed, Kitcher (1997, 298) acknowledges that all scientists are biased
in virtue of the fact that "experiential knowledge is always dependent on
prior concepts and beliefs." Nonetheless, he insists that epistemic biases
only sometimes "interfere with the proper functioning of the Millian
arena" (1997, 297). Some of the processes that people rely on in forming
their beliefs, Kitcher claims, "belong to types that have a high propensity
to produce true beliefs, others do not" (1997, 298). Thus, even though all
belief formation is biased in the sense of being influenced by prior beliefs,
not all biases have a bad effect on inquiry. In those areas of inquiry where
the Millian ideal is realized, scientists generally rely on biases that have a
high propensity to produce true beliefs.
I want to briefly contrast this response to the Strong Programmerswith
Kitcher's earlier (1993) response to their views. In The Advancement of
Science, Kitcher was concerned with the Strong Programmers' thesis that
"the social forces that operate in [the]modification of [scientific]practicethe rules for consensus shaping, the conversations with peers, the training
process and broader socialization within a larger community-may be
sufficiently powerful that the effects of nature are negligible" (Kitcher
1993, 162). This is a negative thesis, denying that nature plays a significant
causal role in determining the outcome of scientific inquiry. Kitcher is now
concerned with the Strong Programmers' positive thesis, that it is the inquirers' interests that determine the outcome of inquiry. In addressing the
negative thesis, Kitcher granted that social factors do influence inquiry,
but argued that nature also plays a significant causal role (1993, 165). In
fact, Kitcher argued that social factors may even play a positive role (1993,
165). In responding to the Strong Programmers' positive thesis, Kitcher
grants that inquirers are influenced by interests and background assumptions, but denies that all interests have the same adverse effects. Sometimes, he suggests, an inquirer's interests and biases may have a positive
impact on scientific inquiry.
3. Science and Biases. In this section I challenge a key claim in Kitcher's
reply to the global pessimist that epistemic asymmetries are a local problem, unique to inquiries into race and gender. There is evidence to suggest
that the sorts of interests and background assumptions that Kitcher identifies as the cause of epistemic asymmetries affect all areas of inquiry.
Amongst the larger community-i.e., those who form their views on
the basis of what they hear from authorities-certain claims may come to
be adopted because they are more salient than their competitors. Psychologists have studied the effects salience can have on our judgments.
Recent occurrences, because they are cognitively more salient, often lead
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people to misrepresent the probability of certain types of events (Tversky
and Kahneman 1982, 11). For example, "the subjective probability of
traffic accidents rises temporarily when one sees a car overturned" (1982,
11). In Kitcher's terms, one's degree of belief changes even though there
is no, or only a negligible, change in the objective degree of confirmation
for one's hypothesis regarding the likelihood of traffic accidents. Similarly,
people are apt to accept one of two competing views merely because they
heard evidence supporting the one view more recently. A similar process
will lead people to discount new evidence that supports a claim that is
contrary to another claim they have heard frequently in the past.
One might think that such biases are only apt to give rise to epistemic
asymmetries in the larger community, amongst those whose opinions are
formed by what they hear from authorities. Miriam Solomon (1994),
though, argues that salience affects scientists too, those who Kitcher describes as forming their beliefs by attending to the evidential details. Solomon suggests that salience biases affected geologists during the revolution in their discipline in the 1960s. She found that because
the paleontological and geological similarities observed between currently separated continents in the southern hemisphere are well explained by the hypothesis of drift ... those working on southern hemisphere materials ... for whom the data were salient, . . . would take
the drift hypothesis to be more strongly confirmed. (1992, 448)
And because "few geologists in the United States worked on southern
hemisphere materials ... the important data in support of drift was not
salient to them" (1992, 449). This explains why American geologists were
generally slower in accepting the drift hypothesis.
Salience influenced which data geologists regarded as relevant. This
contributed to discrepancies between their objective degree of confirmation and their actual degree of belief for competing hypotheses. As a result,
some geologists continued to endorse a fixist hypothesis even after the
available data provided more support for the drift hypothesis. It is not
just a matter of geologists rejecting the drift hypothesis because they did
not personally have access to data. Even Pitman, who played an integral
role in gathering key data, did not see the significance of his own data
until his supervisor pointed it out to him (Glen 1982, 333). Opdyke, Pitman's supervisor, approached the same data with different background
assumptions, and was thus able to see the connection between the data
and the drift hypothesis.
Individual scientists will always attend to data selectively. This is due,
in part, to the fact that the evidential import of the data they have is often
opaque to them. Hence, scientists may have access to valuable information
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but fail to realizethe relevanceit has to the issue they are investigating.
For example,in a lecturein 1858,Huxleynoted the structuralsimilarities
betweenthe skullsof sheep,birds,turtles,and carp,but failedto see that
this providedevidenceof a commonancestry(Ruse 1979,141).Evenwhen
a scientistbecomesawareof the evidentialimportof a body of data, she
will often have to convinceher peersthat her interpretationis the correct
one. As FrederickSuppe(1998)explainsin his analysisof the structureof
scientificpapers,"theresultsare evidenceof somethingand the argumentativetask of [a]paperis to determinewhatthat somethingis" (403;italics
in original).
The opacity of the evidentialimport of the data that scientists,and
peoplein general,haveis a consequenceof ourlimitedcognitivecapacities.
When we are concernedwith relationsof evidentialimport,we are concerned to determinehow well a hypothesisexplains and is empirically
supportedby the evidence(see Laudan1984).StephenStich,though,has
noted that a human mind is incapable of even checking the truthfunctionalconsistencyof a beliefsystemcontainingonly 138propositions
(1990, 152).Giventhat the typicalhumanbeliefsystemwill consistof far
more than 138 beliefs, and determining the relations of evidential import

betweenthe beliefsin one's beliefsystemis a far morecomplextask than
merelycheckingfor truth-functionalconsistency,scientistswill frequently
have beliefs that have evidentialimportfor a hypothesisthey are entertainingand yet be unawareof the relevance.
Kitchermay feel that he can addressthese concernsby drawinga distinctionbetweenbiasesthat are truth-conduciveand biaseswhicharenot.
Inquiriesinto race and genderare frequentlyinfluencedby the lattersort
of biases,whereasother inquiriesare influencedby the former.Indeed,I
thinkthat Kitcheris rightto insistthatnot all biaseswillbe an impediment
to our pursuitof truth.Even when we attendto data selectively,we may
be led to acceptthe superiorhypothesis.As Louise Antony notes, given
the amount of informationwe get from the world, "humanknowledge
requiresbiases"(1996,406). Biasesfocus our attentionand makethe difficulttaskof knowingmanageable.ButI havetwo concernswithKitcher's
responseto the global pessimist.First, Kitcherhas not adequatelyexplainedwhy some scientistscan attendto data in a partialor biasedmanner and still generallyarriveat the truth, whereasothers, in particular,
those who investigateraceand gender,generallycannot.Nor has he identifiedthe belief formingprocessesthat inquirersinto race and genderallegedlyrelyon whichareresponsiblefor the prevalenceof epistemicasymmetriesin those domains.Second,I think that it is a mistaketo attribute
the success we have in certain domains of science to the fact that the
individualscientistsworking in those domains are influencedby truthconducivebiases. I arguethat it is the social natureof scientificinquiry
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that provides the key to answering the concerns raised by the global pessimists.
4. An Answer to the Global Pessimist. My argument so far may seem to
strengthen the global pessimists' case. Given that epistemic asymmetries
are frequently the result of inquirers attending to data selectively, and
beliefs that support a person's interests and background assumptions are
apt to be more salient to them, people are apt to accept hypotheses that
support their interests and background assumptions. I believe that it is
this concern that leads Kitcher to try to show that epistemic asymmetries
are merely a local problem. In this section, I argue that Kitcher and the
global pessimists are mistaken about the connection between epistemic
asymmetries and global pessimism. Once we understand how they are
related, we will no longer regard the prevalence of epistemic asymmetries
as supporting global pessimism.
Both Kitcher and the global pessimist believe that if an individual's
interests and background assumptions influence what hypotheses they accept, then they are not apt to judge competing hypotheses symmetrically.
They disagree about the extent to which individuals treat competing hypotheses asymmetrically. Kitcher claims that scientists' interests generally
do not determine which hypotheses they accept; consequently, he believes
that they generally do not treat competing hypotheses asymmetrically.
Global pessimists believe that our interests generally do determine which
hypotheses we accept; consequently, they believe that individuals generally
do treat competing hypotheses asymmetrically.
There are two separate issues here. First, there is the concern that individuals' interests and background assumptions determine which hypotheses they accept, and thus lead them to judge competing hypotheses
asymmetrically. Second, there is a social issue. When the scientific community (or the community at large) reaches a consensus there is a risk that
the consensus has been determined by the interests and background assumptions of some segment of the population. Kitcher and the global
pessimists mistakenly connect the two. Individuals make judgments about
which hypotheses to accept on their own, even when they are influenced
by what others say. And, each individual may be inclined to accept a
hypothesis that supports her own interests and background assumptions.
But a particular hypothesis comes to be accepted in the scientific community only after it has been scrutinized by many individuals, and different individuals are moved by different interests and background assumptions.
Given the individualist presuppositions underlying the global pessimists' and Kitcher's accounts of the situation, what needs explaining is
how a consensus can ever be reached. The global pessimists suggest that
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consensus results when some segment of the population gains sufficient
power to impose on others the view that serves their own interests. Kitcher
suggests that consensus results when many individual scientists, employing
a variety of strategies and influenced by different considerations, come to
accept the same conclusion.
I argue that we have to look at the social nature of scientific inquiry in
order to understand how hypotheses come to be accepted by the community as a whole. Given the social nature of scientific inquiry, the scientific community can prevent interests and background assumptions from
determiningwhich hypotheses are ultimately accepted by the community,
and thus ensure that the data plays the role it should in resolving disputes.
When scientists make the results of their research public, their results are
subjected to scrutiny by other scientists who may not share their interests
and background assumptions. As such, the influence that one's interests
and background assumptions have on one's evaluation of competing hypotheses is apt to be exposed. Furthermore, any hypothesis that is only
acceptable to those who have particular interests or background assumptions is not apt to be widely accepted in the scientific community.
Similarly, the social nature of scientific inquiry ensures that each individual scientist is less likely to disregard relevant data that she has access
to in evaluating competing hypotheses. Other scientists, with different interests, will lead them to see the relevance of otherwise neglected data.
And when these latter scientists make their findings public, those scientists
who previously neglected this data are apt to reconsider their evaluation
of the competing hypotheses. They may also be able to see connections
between the data and competing hypotheses that were opaque to them
before. It is through this social process of making one's results available
for public scrutiny, and responding to criticism, that the influences of nontruth conducive biases are eliminated (see Longino 1990, 1993; Wray
1999). Given the social nature of scientific inquiry, the global pessimists'
conclusion is not supported even if every inquirer is influenced by their
own interests and background assumptions.
The global pessimists' concern is only a genuine threat if some segment
of the population that shares the same interests and background assumptions determines which hypotheses the community as a whole accepts. But
this concern can be alleviated provided the scientific community is organized in a manner that prevents any segment of the population from having such control.4 When the scientific community is diverse, insofar as it

4. One way to alleviate these concerns is to organize the institutions constitutive of
sciencein such a mannerthat no segmentof the populationcan gain undue control. In
this regard,see my (2000) "InvisibleHands and the Successof Science."
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includespeople with a range of interestsand backgroundassumptions,
the interestsand backgroundassumptionsof one segmentof the population are less apt to determinewhich hypothesesare accepted.Because
differentscientistshave differentinterestsand backgroundassumptions,
each will aid in ensuringthat one segment'sinterestsand background
assumptionsdo not necessarilydeterminewhatthe communityas a whole
accepts(see Longino 1990, 1993;Wray 1999).
Contraryto what Kitchersuggests,the Millianideal is attainableeven
if epistemicasymmetriesare pervasive.Accordingto the Millian ideal,
competingviews shouldbattlefor publicapprovalon epistemicallyequal
terms.The equalitywe are seekingis in the communityas a whole, not,
as Kitcherimplies,withineach individual.The Millianidealenablesus to
turn our biases to good use. When the communityis characterizedby
diversity,we benefitfromhavingour hypothesessubjectedto a widerange
of criticism.Despite the fact that each individualscientistmay be partial,
collectivelythe scientificcommunityis able to reach a consensusabout
which view is epistemically superior. Our differences are a key epistemic

resource,enablingus to see the adverseeffects that biases have on our
evaluationsof competinghypotheses.Indeed,Kitcher(1993)realizesthat
scientists'differencesplay a significantrole in ensuringthat there is an
efficientdivision of cognitivelabor, and not all scientistsin a particular
sub-fieldwork on developingthe sametheory.But scientificknowledgeis
a collectiveaccomplishmentin a more robust sense:the interactionand
exchangesthat occurbetweenscientistswhentheymaketheirviewspublic
are constitutivefeaturesof science.
Although I disagreewith Kitcherabout the extent to which inquirers
are influencedby epistemicasymmetries,I sharehis concernsabout inquiriesinto raceand gender.In societieswheresexistand racistbeliefsare
widelyheld, and people'sstatus is determinedby their "race"and "gender,"competinghypothesesaboutraceand genderwillnot battlefor public approvalon epistemicallyequalterms.Somethingneedsto be done in
these areasof inquiry.But as I have suggested,the solutionis not to try
to reduceepistemicasymmetries.Rather,this sort of problemwill require
changes to our institutionsand practices.Scientificinstitutionscan be
structuredto ensure that researchis scrutinizedby people with diverse
interests and backgroundassumptions.Additionally,measurescan be
taken to ensurethat those who benefitfrom the statusquo are unableto
employ their resources to ensure that their favoured hypotheses are
shieldedfromcriticism.Giventhat inquiriesinto raceand genderbearon
strugglesto achievesocialjustice,it isn't surprisingthat peoplewho currently benefit from the prevailingconceptionof "justice"employ their
resourcesto preservethe statusquo. I suspectthat the problemsin these
domainsof inquirystem from the fact that the existingsocial institutions
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tacitlysupportinegalitarianviews,and thus furthershieldthemfromgenuine criticalscrutiny.
5. ConcludingRemarks.In summary,I have arguedthat Kitcheris mistakenabout the local natureof epistemicasymmetries.Inquirers'interests
and backgroundassumptionsare apt to have an adverseeffect on all inquiries.But the resultingepistemicasymmetriesneed not alarmus, for
even when epistemicasymmetriesare pervasivewe need not embrace
global pessimism.Moreover,epistemicasymmetriesneed not be eliminatedin orderto addressthe globalpessimist.The globalpessimists'concernsare ungroundedas long as the scientificcommunityis composedof
people with diverseinterestsand backgroundassumptions.Accordingly,
the Millianidealis realizedto the extentthat the communityis characterized by such diversity.
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